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Introduction  
In recent years the requirements for the training 

of young specialists significantly increased. To 

prepare competent professional it needs to provide 

him such complex of knowledge and skills that 

would help him to successfully find a job after 

graduation, that is, the complex must meet certain 

requirements of employers to the graduates. The 

employer hires competitive young professionals with 

the following qualities: 

1. Professional competence; 

2. Communicative competence; 

3. Positive attitude to his profession; 

4. Creative approach to solving professional 

problems; 

5. Active life position. [3] 

To acquire these qualities it is very important 

while learning to help students in solving problems, 

adapting to modern conditions. 

Independent work of students stands as the 

most important means of improving professional, 

cognitive and creative activity of the future 

specialists. It appears as the motivation of the 

student, his purposefulness, self-education and other 

qualities. 

Observations of students’ work at different 

levels of education give evidence of the insufficient 

level of knowledge at junior students’ abilities and 

skills of independent work, their low willingness to 

research. [4] 
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Materials and Methods  

At the same time the competence approach to 

training makes high demands for the level of 

professionalism, which in its turn leads to the need 

for improving the quality of classroom and students' 

independent work. 

Analysis of the literature shows that the 

independent work of students: 

- An activity that is carried out without the 

direct involvement of the teacher, but under its 

control; 

- An activity in which the student has a desire 

and ability to take responsibility for managing their 

training activities; 

- Involves an educational partnership in which 

both the teacher and the student are interested in; 

- Is aimed not on the reproductive activity but 

to take student on the creative level; 

- Based on the motivational sphere of learning 

as the basis of his personality; 

- Provides organization of activities, which 

involves mobilizing, stimulating, developmental 

impact on both the entire school staff, and on each 

student individually [1]. 

The task of organization in independent work at 

the university associated with the solution of a 

number of problems related to the student 

preparedness for the implementation of training 

activities. One of the problems is the inability of 

students for the most part to carry out independent 

work. The processes of reception, interpretation, 

processing, and evaluation and storing information 

are necessary educational cause significant 

difficulties for students. To help solve this problem, 

according to the researchers, it is capable of subject-

activity approach. [2] 

The basic idea of this approach is that the 

student is in the process of self-study shows its 

willingness and ability to assume responsibility for 

the management of its educational activity on 

mastering school subjects. Thus, through training, 

development objectives are put student's personality, 

the formation of the ability to manage these 

activities, both in the specific learning situation, and 

in the future in the framework of continuing 

education. 

Subject-activity approach that focuses on the 

student's learning process, suggests that students are 

free to determine the goals and objectives of its 

activities, the necessary material is taken, using a 

variety of sources, planning the content of this 

activity and perform it, achieving the desired result. 

In this case, a certain level of independence is a 

necessary condition for the success of the 

psychological. The effectiveness of training is 

higher, the more the situation encourages students to 

free communication. Here we mean not only the 

students' communication with each other, but also 

with the teacher lectures, seminars, consultations, 

during school hours. [5] 

Free communication implies knowledge of the 

studied material, possession of terminology, the 

ability to give examples. In lectures every student 

should be ready to participate in a mini-debate, to ask 

questions to the lecturer and to answer his questions 

about the lecture topic. Thus, there is the 

revitalization of the lectures, which are no longer 

exclusively monologue teacher. 

Independent preparation for seminars is 

mandatory student performing all kinds of tasks 

relating to each class. The student should be ready to 

answer the questions according to plan lessons, 

firmly grasp the basic concepts and categories, to 

answer questions for self-examination and in writing 

to perform tasks relating to the problematic of each 

session (decision historic tasks, written answers to 

questions of concern, logic etc ).. Perform all tasks 

on the study discipline is the basis for the admission 

of students to the final test. This is a good incentive 

for self-preparation of students for the classroom 

training, thereby allowing to increase the efficiency 

of training, as well as the quality of education. [11] 

A huge role in the organization of independent 

work plays the introduction of modern computer 

technology. Today, one of the characteristics of the 

educational environment is an opportunity for 

students and teachers to access structured teaching 

materials, teaching multimedia complex whole 

university at any time and at any point in space. 

For example, through a section of the 

educational portal "My Account", the teacher puts all 

the necessary information to students (consultations, 

graphics, theory questions, tasks for independent 

solution, if necessary, dismantled examples and 

others.). [8, 10] 

As a student, preparing to engage in 

mathematics, for the theme "Integral calculus of 

functions of one variable" in the private office of the 

teacher will find questions for oral answer to the 

occupation and tasks for independent solution, which 

he must perform approximately as follows: 

Questions on "Integral calculus of functions of 

one variable" 

1. State the definition of a primitive function. 

2. What it is called the indefinite integral of a 

given function? 

3. List the basic properties of the indefinite 

integral. 

4. Write a formula basic table of integrals. 

5. What is called the definite integral of the 

function in the interval? 

6. What is the geometric meaning of the 

definite integral? 

7. List the basic properties of the definite 

integral. 

8. Write the formula of Newton - Leibniz. 
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9. What is the essence of the method of 

integration by replacing the variable? 

10. Write the formula for integration by parts in 

the definite and indefinite integrals. 

Calculate the indefinite integral: 

1)  dxxx ln3 ; 

2)  


dx

xx

x

1610

220
2

; 

3)   xdxx sin2cos ; 

4)  


dx

x

arctgxx
21

; 

5)   dxxx )1ln( 2
; 

6)   xdxx 11sin)54( . 

The service is available for any high school 

student. In addition to the availability of educational 

material, it is possible to regard him with a teacher, 

receiving consultation on-line or off-line mode, as 

well as the opportunity to receive individual advice 

for solving problems or prepare for the theoretical 

survey. [6, 12, 13] 

Information technology helps the transition 

from reproductive learning (from the teacher to the 

students) to the creative model (when using logistics 

simulated situation or process, and the students, 

under the guidance of a teacher, should apply their 

knowledge, to be creative and come up with 

solutions to these problems). Experts believe that the 

development of traditional and new technologies 

should follow the principle of subsidiarity. And we 

fully agree with them. Computer technology should 

complement the communication of the teacher and 

the student, rather than replace it. [7, 9] 

 

Conclusion 

At the same time, students' independent work, 

in the era of informatization of education, 

information technology, take up more time and space 

than the direct communication student and teacher. 

Using Multimedia allows students to work 

independently on the study material and decide how 

to study it, in what sequence and how to use the 

interactive possibilities of the software, how to 

implement the joint work with other members of the 

group and with the teacher. The computer is a tool 

that allows students to know better themselves; the 

individual characteristics of their teaching contribute 

to the development of independence. 

Independent work is not confined to either the 

fact of the absence of the teacher, or even the ability 

to perform certain tasks without the help of a teacher. 

It includes a significant ability to: without any help 

consciously set ourselves certain goals, objectives, 

plan their activities and to implement it. 
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